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Honey select mods how to install

A random series of plugin mods for Honey Select. Use ModMenuManager to change your current hotkeys/settings for mods. Please remove xml files related to mods you do not use. If you have found an error or think something can be improved with any of my mods please make a github problem or a hongfire comment
about it or text me about HS dissatisfaction. Install the Illusion Plugin Architecture (IPA) Installation. Throw the files into the Honey Select root folder. Plugins are faster to use the scene loader for Studio Neo. The scene was downloaded from \UserData\studioneo\BetterSceneLoader. The child folders of this folder will act
as categories for your scenes. order.txt in the above-mentioned folder can be used to customize the order of categories in the drop-down menu. All necessary folders and files are created after running the game once. A scene with the file name defaultscene.png in the BetterSceneLoader folder will be loaded at the start
of the game. ModMenuManager is necessary to use this. Changelog ''' v1.1.1 - Switch to a more reliable hopeful way to determine the path for the scene ''' v1.1.0 - Add a feature to set a default scene loaded at the start of the game ''HideUI' - Download Hide hide all user interfaces with one click, hotkey is M by default.
You can add more menus in \Plugins\InterfaceSuite\HideUI.txt. LightManager - Download Now the only use is to make character tracking spotlights. To use it, first select the light you want to target, and then select a character and press apply in the anim menu. Entry does nothing at the moment. HSExtSave is necessary
to use this. A menu to manage all the other mod menus. Menus can be added or removed in \Plugins\InterfaceSuite\ModMenuManager\ModMenuManager.xml. Easily customize the in-game settings menu for mods. Settings can be added or removed in \Plugins\InterfaceSuite\ModSettingsMenu. ModMenuManager is
necessary to use this. TogglePOV - Download the best originals and POV mods for Honey Select that are improved and updated for the latest version. In one scene hscene chara is selected as the one that is closest to the target camera when pressing the button. The right-click button can be used to change the FOV
while in first person mode. The default hotkey is Backspace. The core code was not written by me. Changelog ''' v1.0.1 - Fixed the default 'hotkey'' Harmony4KPatch - Download A harmonious version of plasticmind's 4k patch. This means that it does not replace any dll files. Some small features like hatching are not
edited in this version yet because the users hatch right away. :) For installation, download normal 4k patches, delete data folders from the mod folder, install it, and then install Harmony4KPatch as a normal plugin. - Download This is said to be a full-feature settings menu for the antique look but at the moment it is just a
small tweak to make the character look at the camera similar to how it is PlayHome. There is still a job in progress so there may be a few twisting neck glitches left. Keelhauled Joan6694 for HSExtSave and UIUtility Original maker of TogglePOV Plasticmind for the 4k patch HoneySelect English/VR Guide for 'Full
Updated HoneySelect + All DLC &amp; Extra Content BACKUP – Version 1.20'I'm a newb to HoneySelect, and as I had a hard time getting to this point I wanted to make a quick tutorial to hopefully help others Notes:. If you want super easy/lazy ways, just do steps 1 and 6-9. Arma 3 altis life mod. When you are asked to
extract any files, always overwrite if required. Tutorial:2. No need to install it, just extract the file wherever you like.3. (necessary for many mods to work). Extract files into the main HS folder (HoneySelect), then install by dropping HoneySelect64.exe into IPA.exe.4.To allowing you to change body features over 100%
(necessary for mods to use it). Install by extracting everything in the folder 'WideSlider0.8.3' in zip to the main HS folder.5. (necessary for many mods). You only need to copy the Plugins folder to your main HS folder.6. (necessary for mods and high heels). Extract files in the 'Ggmod1.6.1NEO' folder into your HS folder.7.
(un censored females) and (un censored males). Just extract the folder 'abdata' inside each main HS folder.8.Install the package files translated in English (there is a readme.txt file inside). NOTE: Some folders have a 'Plugins' folder in them, and others have a 'UITranslation' folder in them. The 'Plugins' folder needs to
go into the main HS folder, and the 'UITranslation' folder needs to go into the Plugins folder. - Don't ask me why they're not all just directory plugins to make it easier, I didn't make the files, I just made this tutorial.) 9. Cubase 9 se cierra con asio all. Just extract the files to your HS folder.10. Run HoneySelect64VR.exe to
play! (Run HoneySelect64.exe not VR mode, easier to make changes.- Continue discussion. Honey Select Mod package by FlashBangZzz: Mod pack 1 + game: Pack 2:-This FAQ is outdated! And it is not necessary if you use the links posted above!-Honey Select FAQ v0.8.3 (Last updated on 26-2017)I want to help
those who have some problems and therefore start this FAQ.-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-T always make sure all your mods are up to date!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-!-When this FAQ is about Pastebin, you'll need this link (Pastebin created by Lewd-H).
Video tutorial check here:RemovedList:1. Studio-Versions:-Check this to make sure you have a game version 1.20 with the latest update: There are updates that come after the DLC Party, Called: 0630grtall (Just check here: ).2.5Q: How to fix mod conflicts? A: Do it yourself with HSSlotID, HSSlotID, and instructions on
how to use it can be found here:Or use HSConflictResolverv0.3.0.0 (Great program but not perfect! It may miss some ID conflicts):Also some Japanese mods use 9-digit ID slots and you'll need MoreSlotID for this; Note: MoreSlotID is currently not compatible with HSSlotID, MoreSlotID uses 9 digits and HSSlotID only
6.Also remember that many card posters on this site have clothes, hair, etc. Set to custom IDs! So when you load a card, you may need to change clothes yourself. 2.6Q: Why do I see different clothes then show up on the card? A: Try switching clothes (Normal / Room / Bath), If the clothes are not on other sets then
maybe you have conflict mods (see 2,5) or clothes are on another ID (check by switching clothes), This has become a common problem with the use of HSSlotID and everyone sets up custom ID-characters. 3.0Q: I have a character tag from this site but I can not find it in the game, why? A: Most likely you have a card
from the DLC Party (version 1.20) but your game is still on version 1.11 (or below 1.11). You can test it with cards:Version 1.11 cards: Version 1.20 cards: Don't forget to install the necessary mods, If your game loads 1.11 cards but not 1.20 then you don't have 1.20 or you've done something wrong. If you have version
1.20 then you will see the game convert a card when you launch honeyselect64.exe(or 32.exe)(Yes I know its shameless self ad! But I love it!). 4.3Q: What are the ingame controls? A: Press F2 to see the controls or check here:Studio Anchor Control:Honey Select Control:-Final note-If you plan to install update 1.20 then
do not use the patch version MF/EMF 0.4! This patch is for game version 1.10 /1.11.Always make sure all your mods are up to date! After installing the new DLC or updating a reinstall the plugin may be necessary.-If I lose anything or you have something to add then leave a comment! I hope this helps some people out
there! Enjoy your game :). I use this version of the game: there is no HS Unlimited so I can't say for sure that Wide Slider works with it. But try this:Copy the files to the folder. Run 'HoneySelect64WideSliderPatch.exe' or 'HoneySelect32WideSliderPatch.exe'. (or HoneyStudioxxx as well) Once you run
'HoneySelectxxWideSliderPatch.exe', assembly patch (dll) is created in HoneySelectxxData/Managed/Assembly-CSharp.dll with Assembly-CSharp.dll.Original.After backup file that mod is activated even if you run normal 'HoneySelectxx.exe'. And this link may have some useful information as well: good luck! And let me
know if you can't make it work it seems that HS Unlimited is very limited when it comes to mods.;) Best not to use that game, Check out this link maybe it will help! This website and its contents are not linked, linked, confirmed by, or in any way officially connected to Master Indie or Jet Island From Hgames Hgames That
MODs are a short one for modifications, with them you can introduce new features for the game such as new functions, parameters, clothing and hairstyles. If you have installed a mod, never use the official card uploader afterwards. Access will be banned and official uploader will not be available. Please understand that
modifying your game is risky by nature and requires some safeguards such as game data backups. Also always read carefully what each thing does before using it. If you come from Honey Select 1 Modding the structure is quite different in Honey Select 2 because it uses the softmod method, other than Honey Select 1
using the HardMod method. Please read the term below to understand what is happening. Bottom line: Never touch the game folder like abdata. Now we have a better modding system without messing with abdata and not making id conflicts at all, making HSResolveMoreSlotID obsolete. Also never extract the .zipmod
file, read below for more instructions. The term Vanilla It is a game that does not introduce any MOD. It's like a cream (game) with no toe surface layer (MODs) HardMod This method of modding overrides game files, which is the main method used in Honey Select 1 but is no longer used in Honey Select 2. This approach
is likely to introduce bugs and if any mod breaks your game it is difficult to find the problem and its more likely that you will need to reinstall everything again. It also leads to ID conflicts that make asset management more difficult. Softmod This method introduces new features to the game without any modifications to
game files. With this method Mods are installed in different files and folders from the original game, making it easy to handle problems and manage mods overall. This is the method used in Honey Select 2. Plugins modify game codes and behaviors, proceed with caution when installing them. Fortunately in Honey Select
2 the plugins are also softmoded, so it's easy to troubleshoot if there are problems. In Honey Select 2 they are installed in the BepInEx\Zipmod Plugins folder Which is mainly used to add clothes, items, and maps to the game, a file with a .zipmod extension that is a .zip file that is packaged without compression. It's a
softmod that contains a folder structure that mimics the original folders of the game, but actually doesn't change them. Zipmods are made in a way that never needs to be extracted, you just copy the .zipmod file to the mods folder and the modded game will automatically recognize it in the next launch. In Honey Select 2
they are installed in the mods\MyMods Sideloader Sideloader folder which is the plugin used by the modded game to download .zipmod files. It comes Base Mods are listed below. Sideloader Modpack Sideloader Modpack is a package with hundreds of properties made in .zipmod format. This package is implemented
and maintained by the community and contains mods that are for distribution. In a Modded Honey Select 2 there are several Sideloader Modpack child folders in the mods folder and are managed with the update tool. Note that when you update the Modpack Sideloader, all mods other than the community list will be
excluded, so don't put your own mods in the Modpack Sideloader folders. Zipmods files have .zipmod extensions and must be copied to the mods\MyMods folder. If the folder doesn't exist, create it. They are mainly used to add clothes, items and maps to the game. NEVER EXTRACT A ZIPMOD! Plugins can .dll and
must be placed in the BepInEx\Plugins folder. Some well-hearted developers put folders inside their packages, so if a plugin file has a BepInEx folder you just need to extract it into the game's main folder. Zipmods is an easy way to add assets like clothes, items, and maps to the game without creating ID conflicts and
messing around with game structures. For you to read .zipmod files, you need to have a properly tuned game like BetterRepack, HF Patch or your own self-managed modded game with sideloader. To install a .zipmod file you simply need to place the file in the mods\MyMods folder. NO EXTRACTS! Some zipmods must
have a specific HS2 version like Roy12, others you can try ports from AI-Girl with this work solved, but do it at your own risk: Open the file .zipmod with 7-zip, right-click on the expression.xml and select Edit, remove &lt;game&gt;ai girl line,&lt;/game&gt;save and close notepad, select OK to update files For more
information go to HF Patch: The easiest way to install mods By far the easiest way to install mods in a vanilla game is by using HF Patch. This package includes all free illusion DLL, basic mods, and essential plugins. Additionally, additional plugins are selected with caution so as not to create any conflicts. HF Pacth also
comes with Sideloader Modpack, which includes over 500 .zipmod properties such as clothing, accessories and items. It's the ideal package if you intend to open character cards from Illusion Booru, Kenzato or yuki-portal. Note: Do not install HF Path if you use any type of Repack. To install HF Patch, follow this page
and read the Readme link carefully, help and download: . You can also copy magnet links and paste them on your torrent client, such as qBittorrent. Update a modded game If you are using certain types of packages such as HF-Patch or BetterRepack there are 2 types of updates: online version and game. Online:
Update only sideloader zipmods, such as clothing, items, and maps. It's like updating apps in your smartphone. Information it is a button in initsettings.exe Game Version: Update plugins and the game itself. It's like updating the iOS or Android version. You need to do it manually. Generally recommended to download
new install in a new folder and they transfer your old data (like save and tag) to the new folder. Transfer your old data to a new installation To move your old data from and old settings to the new folder, you need to copy the chara child folders, coordinates, studios, and save from the old UserData folder to the new folder.
Advanced ways to install mods If you want to install each mod one by one, you must first install the base mods. Without that then your modded game won't even launch. It is highly recommended to also install the necessary mods since some other plugins and .zipmods rely on them to work. This Mods base mods are the



basis for all active plugins and zipmods. Be careful with them. Read each site carefully before downloading. BepInEx: The basis of everything. All plugins rely on him to work. Install BepInEx v5.4.4 for x64 (BepInEx_x64_5.4.4) Link: IllusionFixes: A set of fixes for Illusion Games. Without this your modded game won't even
launch. Install honey select version 2 (IllusionFixes_HoneySelect2). xUnity.AutoTranslator: Translate the game text. Use human translations if available, if not googletranslator. It is also necessary to run BepisPlugins. Download the BepisInEx version (XUnity.AutoTranslator-BepIn). TextResourceRedirector: Provides tools
for proper translation works in HS2. Install the HS2 version (HS2_TextResourceRedirector). BepisPlugins: The plugin is very basic to make other plugins work. It also includes sideloader which is what makes zipmods work. Install the HS2 version (HS2_BepisPlugins). Illusion Modding API: API is designed to make writing
plugins easier and less bug-free. Most plugins use it. Downlaod HS2 Version (HS2API). Essential Plugins Now that you have a modded game working, it is highly recommended to also install plugins that are essential to make some tags, plugins and zipmods to work properly, otherwise you can get distorted faces and
clothes, cards with missing accessories, etc. BepInEx.ConfigurationManager: Menu configuration for plugins. GraphicsSettings: Includes a menu with graphic settings in plugin settings. Bones Framework: Adds additional bones to models and clothes. Without it some modded faces and clothes (like those Roy12) would
load in an awfully distorted way. Install the HS2 version, 2 after HS (HS2 BonesFramework). accessories: Increase the limit to 20 20 for each character. Install the HS2 version (HS2 MoreAccessories). Advanced Bone Modifier eXtended, AKA Bonemod (ABMX): Add more character customization settings to the character
er00. These settings are stored inside the tag. Use the HS2 version (HS2ABMX). Illusion Overlay Mods: Allows to add coating textures (tattoos) to the face, body and clothing of the character. All overlays are saved inside the card. Use the HS2 version (HS2_OverlayMods). MaterialEditor: Manages overlays, maps,
materials and shades of characters. These settings are stored inside the tag. A lot of cards use it. Download the HS2 version (HS2_MaterialEditor). Heelz: Make modded heels work correctly. UncensorSelector: Removes inscensible censorship and allows you to specify censorship of individual characters to use.
Censorship (next item) is required to work properly, nor to change censorship while in a scene. Use the HS2 version (HS2_UncensorSelector). censorship for UncensorSelector. Penis and vaginal variants to choose from. Install all files in the mods\MyMods folder (create if they don't exist): Feature Game Plugins These
plugins add additional features to the game. There is no need to install in a specific order. Subtitles: Add subtitles when the character speaks in the scene. Install the HS2 version, with 2 following HS (HS2_Subtitles). Better Anti-Aliasing (BetterAA): Add an Anti-aliasing time to the game. Much better than the original,
making things stop sparkling. If the image appears dimmed to Settings&gt; Plugin Settings&gt; Better Anti-Aliasing&gt; Reduce Time Stabilization to 3. message center: Displays the report message in the game screen. Useful when some character items are missing. install BepInEx.MessageCenter. ColorPanelX: Allows
you to choose colors using input numbers as well as switching between HSV and RBG color silders in Chara Maker. BrowserFolders: Add directory support for card browsers in main games and studios. Download the HS2 version (HS2_BrowserFolders). BetterPenetration: Tackles penis telescopes (accordion effects) in
scenes, with additional features. Configure values in Plugin Settings while in a scene have a better effect. TMAA censorship is recommended. Use the HS2 version (HS2_BetterPenetration). (HS2_BetterPenetration). MakerSearch: Allows you to search for items in character Maker. A must have. Downlaod HS2 version
(HS2_MakerSearch). C #Script Loader: Allows you to run C#script files without compiling them into a DLL. HS2US: Various optimizations and improved quality of life for HS2. Install the HS2 version, with 2 following HS (HS2US). ClothColliders: Allows zipmods to easily add physical fabrics to clothes and make them
interact with characters. Downlaod HS2 (HS2_ClothColliders) TranslationHelper: Translate Japanese names properly, instead of things like Karen Avocado. Use the HS2 version (HS2_TranslationHelper). . To improve efficiency, Turn on Full ScreenToggle: Turn on full screen when alt+enter is pressed. Install
BepInEx.EnableFullScreenToggle. EnableResize: Enables window resizing with a mouse. Must be activated in Plugin Settings and restart the game. Install BepInEx.EnableResize. InputHotkeyBlock: Prevents plugin hotkeys from activating while typing in the input field. Install BepInEx.InputHotkeyBlock. Adds the option
to mute the game when the game loses focus, i.e. when divided by alt card. Must be enabled in Plugin Settings. Useful in an alt situation + desperate tabs ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°). Install BepInEx.MuteInBackground. Bepis Fix: Troubleshoot penis rotation. HideAllUI: Hide the interface with the space button. Use the HoneySelect2 version
(HideAllUI.HoneySelect2). FemaleParameterInfo: A simple cheater designed for simplicity. It adds a box with selected girl stats in the Lobby. CheatTools: Powerful Trainer allows control over players, heroines and most other aspects of the game. Hit F12 in one scene. Runtime Unity Editor is required to work (next entry).
Use the HS2 version (HS2_CheatTools). Runtime Unity Editor: Tester, editor, and in-game interactive dashboard for apps made with the Unity3D game engine. Necessary for to work. Downlaod BepInEx5 (RuntimeUnityEditor_BepInEx5). (RuntimeUnityEditor_BepInEx5). DragAndDrop: Drag cards, scenes and costumes
from your computer into the game window to download them. Use the HoneySelect2 version (DragAndDrop.HoneySelect2). HeightBar: Allows measurement of the height of the character in centimeters. Use the HS2 version (HS2_HeightBar). RemoveToRecycleBin: Move deleted/overwritten cards and scenes to the
recycle bin to avoid accidentally losing your job. Use the HS2 version (HS2_RemoveToRecycleBin). BetterHScenes: Add some extras in the scene. Use the HS2 version (HS2_BetterHScenes). UnlockPlayerHClothes: Allows you to undress each part of the player's clothes in scenes. Use the HS2 version
(HS2_UnlockPlayerHClothes). HLightControl: allows you to change some light settings in a scene. Some configurations may improve performance. Use the HS2 version (HS2_HLightControl). UnlockPlayerHeight: allows the male height slider and unlocks the player (or male chara) hard lock height of 75. Use the HS2
version (HS2_UnlockPlayerHeight). pushup plugin: make the bra in shape and hold the breasts while wearing. Also hide accessories inside when an outfit is on top, so piercing wont clip through clothes. Use the HS2 version. Automatically hides accessories in the lower abdomen if the pantyhose is worn pantyhose, so
the piercing will not clamp through the clothes HS2 version settings (BeaverHS2.zip). Gravure plugin: Add a button to overwrite a character card while keeping the image, bring a menu when pressing on G with the positioning options and add a button to set each piece of clothing in the same color. Install HS2 versuin
(GravureHS2.zip). PovX: PoV (first-person perspective) mod for HoneySelect 2. Disable depth of field in pre-use settings. Read the instructions in . Download: InvisibleBody: Make the characters invisible. Available in Body&gt; Overall. Use hs2 version (HS2_InvisibleBody): BoobSettings: Allows you to override the
physical breasts of the game on each individual character. Available in body&gt; chest. Lipsync: Make the lip movement of the characters more realistic when they are speaking. Use sessions HS2 (HS2Lipsync) ClothColliders: Allows zipmods to easily add physical fabric to and make them interact with the characters.
Downlaod HS2 version (HS2_ClothColliders) Boobs and floor collider (zipmod): make breasts collide with characters and objects and clothes collide with the floor. Fix cutting issues but can cause errors. Install in the mods\MyMods folder. HCharaSwitcher: Switch character cards directly in H. HS2 version settings.
TranslationCacheCleaner: Removes all items from the machine translation cache file that will be translated by existing human translations. Press LeftShift + F6 to clean the cache. Use the HS2 version (HS2_TranslationCacheCleaner). MakerDefaults: Allows you to modify the character maker's start settings. Install the
HS2 version (HS2_MakerDefaults). ExtraGroups: Allows you to have more than the default number of groups and girls for each group in the main game. Confiture in Plugin Settings and game restart to take effect. Install the HS2 version (HS2_ExtraGroups). Straight 2 Maker: Skip the title screen and load straight into the
female character creator when you start Honey Select 2. Use the HS2 version (Straight2MakerHS2). character loader: An alternative interface for loading characters. Use the HS2 version (CharLoaderHS2). PlayBoop (boopz): Jiggle breasts and some skirts as the mouse goes. Need to be activated in plugin settings and
they hit M in girls. Autosave: Autosaves scenes your Studio and character manufacturer cards. Use the HS2 version, with 2 following HS (HS2_Autosave). HS2TakeChargePlugin: Add a Female Take Charge mode, like HS1 (shortkey LCtrl-T) and auto play mode (LCtrl-A). HS2_ChicksDigMapModdersPlugin: The girl will
now show up in custom mod maps when walking the halls. additions to Studio Studio are only added. HS2PE: an improved plugin posing for Honey Select 2 Studio. Download the HS2 version, with 2 in between (HS2PE). FK&amp;IK: Allows FK and IK at the same time in the studio. Download the HS2 version
(HS2_FKIK). AnimationOverdrive: Allows you to set the animation speed in the Studio to values higher than 3. StudioSceneSettings: Add a few put useful for your Studio scenes. You. change the save and load with the scene. Use the HS2 version (HS2_StudioSceneSettings). StudioSceneLoadedSound: Play audio when
loading or entering. Useful for anyone who spends load time on large scenes under the alt-tab tag. Use the HS2 version (HS2_StudioSceneLoadedSound). CharacterExport: Export characters from saved Studio scenes. Use the HS2 version (HS2_CharacterExport). MaleJuice: Allows juice texture (aka cum) on men. Use
the HS2 version (HS2_MaleJuice). StudioObjectMoveHotkeys: Allows you to move objects around in the Studio using hotkeys. Use the HS2 version (S2_StudioObjectMoveHotkeys). PoseFolders: Allows you to sort your saved studio poses into folders. Use the HS2 version (HS2_PoseFolders). QuickAccessBox: Add a
quick access list to search through all items, both stock and modded. Install the HS2 version (HS2_QuickAccessBox). StudioPOV: Allows you to get a first-person look in the Studio. Use the HS2 version (HS2_StudioPOV). AnimationPairing: When you select more than 2 actors in the studio, it changes and converts H
animations correctly. Use the HS2 version (HS2_AnimationPairing). MoveController: Includes a migration controller for the studio. Allows the use of orthopedic camera mode (parallel projection). Use HS2 (HS2_OrthographicCamera): VN Game Engine (VNGE): Studio Mod to create VIETNAMESE games, animations,
utils, etc. Use aishoujo_hs2 version vngamexx.xx_aishoujo_hs2 (vngamexx.xx_aishoujo_hs2). HS2 Fighter: Simple Fighter Game, Requires VNGE 17.6.1 or later and DHH needs light. HS2 VMDPlayPlugin: .vmd player for HS2, like MMD dances. Open in Ctrl+Shift+V. StudioCharaSort: Allows you to set the default sort
type and order for the character card in Studio so that the list doesn't always re-enter sort by descending name. StudioImageEmbed: Save .png from your user data folder to scene data. Install the HS2 version (HS2_StudioImageEmbed v1.0.zip). StudioMultiselectChara: If you choose a character in and press the hot key,
all other cases of that character in the scene will also be selected. Install the HS2 version (HS2_StudioMultiselectChara). (HS2_StudioMultiselectChara). StudioSceneNavigation: Provides hotkeys for downloading the next/previous scene from the scene folder. Illusion BrowserFolders support. Track images that were last
loaded so they could choose where they left off between sessions. Use the HS2 version (HS2_StudioSceneNavigation). Hooah: Additional components for the studio and main game, necessary for scripted dicks. Install the HS2 version (HS2_Hooah.dll) and place it in BepInEx\Plugins. Scripted Dicks: The right penis fits
in the right place, finally! Read the mod page carefully and the MEGA manual. StudioCustomMasking: Allows you to add map masking functionality to maps created from items in the Studio. Install the HS2 version (HS2_StudioCustomMasking). SceneLoader plugin: Add directory support to load Studio scenes and a
more convenient interface for browsing scene files. Downlaod HS2 version (SceneLoaderHS2). HS2WearCustom: Plug-in to change clothes and hair in the studio. loaders: Allows modders to divide their Asset Packs into multiple dependants so that they don't have to include duplicate content for each package.
PoseQuickLoad: Allows you to download saved poses in the Studio just by clicking on the pose. Need to be activated in Plugin Settings (F1). Use the HS2 version (HS2_PoseQuickLoad). StudioCharaRefresh: Add a refresh button in the list of male/female characters in the studio, to update the list without restarting the
studio. RendererEditor: Allows users to edit the properties of almost any renderer and its Materials in a StudioNEO scene. Use the HS2 version, with 2 following HS (HS2 RendererEditor). NodesConstraints: Allows users to link objects together that should not be linked using vanilla. Use HS2 version, with 2 after HS (HS2
NodesConstraints). VideoExport: Take a series of screenshots at a constant speed and convert them to a video file. Use the HS2 version, with 2 following HS (HS2 VideoExport). StudioCameraObjectTweaks: Refine how camera subjects work in the studio (subjects created by pressing the camera button). Use the HS2
version (HS2_StudioCameraObjectTweaks). AdvIKPlugin: Adds additional advanced control to the IK solveer and positions the final positions such as Breathing procedure, shoulder and spine control and Animation Use the HS2 version (HS2_AdvIKPlugin). Graphics Mods Mods alter the graphics processing of the game.
DO NOT use more than one at a time. DHH Graphics Enhancer: A plugin to adjust different settings to enhance and good tone graphics. An advanced and powerful graphics enhancer for advanced users. Utilities Utilities are used outside the game. The first (KKManager) is the most important, you NEED to know how to
use it. KKManager: Mods, plugins and card management for Illusion's games. With this, you can download sideloader Modpack, with over 50GB worth of zipmods including clothes, items, studio maps, games rooms, etc. IllusionLauncher: English launcher with different configurations. Use honeySelect.2, with the last 2
(IllusionLaunchers_HoneySelect.2). card image replacement: Replace the main preview image in the card and scene.
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